Sharing everyday crops for the sake of the world.

growing hope globally Sunday 2020
Jesus talks about faith like a mustard seed—a small, ordinary kernel with far-reaching potential.

At World Renew, farmers have taught us that love is just the same.

That’s the story of Dave and Shati.

Though they’ve never met, Dave and his farming community in Holland, Michigan have come together to support Shati’s community in rural Bangladesh.

Like a mustard seed, that support started small with Dave’s local church providing seed money to help purchase farm supplies. Next, local businesses banded together to provide fertilizer and corn seed at a discounted rate. From there, Dave grew the corn on his land and sold it to a local poultry farmer who paid above market value to help multiply the impact of the community.

When Dave mailed all of the profits from his crop yield to Growing Hope Globally, he sent love from his entire community. And that love went straight to Shati, her husband, and their community as they received tools and training in farming practices to bring food security and economic opportunity to Shati’s people.

Through faithful giving, Dave and his community have helped love grow, and now Shati hopes to do the same. Shati and her husband dream about buying their own land to farm. When Shati pictures her herds of chickens and fields of rice, she imagines more than food for her community; she imagines local opportunity, education, and hope.

When you partner with World Renew and Growing Hope Globally, you too give to communities like Shati’s—spreading even more love and changing the story of poverty for generations to come.

Give today at worldrenew.net/growinghopeglobally